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CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Sirs/Madames:
Good Morning to All & Hope each had an enjoyable week-end!

As you may remember, those of us that live on Cocoplum Road and enjoy perfect working lights,
maintained by FPL, have kept a close eye on the Cocoplum Civic Association[CCA] activities as
they never asked us if we needed new lights and when we requested to be excluded from their
petition, CCA ignored us!

The current amendment petition began on 5/15/21 and ended on 9/15/21. Shortly thereafter I
contacted Gus Ceballos, Assistant City Attorney assigned to this project and requested
information on Cocoplum Phase 1 light Amendment. Mr Ceballos informed me that they had
received the petition on 9/13/21 and it claimed to have exactly 67% of voters[property owners].
Mr. Ceballos asked if I wanted to see the submission, which I did, so he sent me via email the 105
page submission.
Upon review of the documents, it became clear that there were NOT 101[67%] valid signatures,
why?:
. Eight[8] of the properties are owned by a trust and the signatures shown were, except for one,
were the name of the beneficiary/occupant, NOT the Trustee -signatures can not be counted
unless Trustee signed;
. The signature by the CCA for the Tennis Court they are in-charge of was signed by Secretary but
there was no Board motion attached, authorizing Secretary to vote on this petition - same for any
of the properties owned by an LLC[encumbrance for additional fees/taxes requires Board
approval, in most instances];
. More than one of the signature being counted in the 101 were scrawls[garabatos in Spanish] -see
attached screen shots and you will not be able to make out who signed under what name? for 15+
properties];
. More that 40 properties owned jointly or with more than one name, had single signatures and
should not have been counted{why would one household send in a signature without other
person[spouse or co-owner], which then would require a clean petition form and a signature by
other party??}. As this petition process required no witness to signature as has been the custom,
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how does City know what signature is valid??

Failure to receive 101 valid signatures, means that we must go to an election, which is the
democratic way, isn't it??

I respectfully request that the Commission approve an election prior to this Amendment being
considered for final approval/implementation by Commission. The City bears no risk/cost in this
alternative, so why would City risk making a judgment on adequacy of all signatures submitted??
CCA clearly received valid signatures for more than 50% of the properties but NOT 67% - per
rules we must go to an election!

{NB to Mr Urquia, City Clerk:
This objection is directed at an item expected to be placed on Commission Agenda for
10/12/2021, as per my last conversation with Assistant City Attorney, Gustavo Ceballos.
As I will be out of country on that date, I will be unable to be present the objection in-person
which is why I have sent this to you prior to my departure from USA. Please present and include
in Commission package, as appropriate, for the Cocoplum Phase 1 Amendment expected at
10/12/2021 Commission meeting - thanks!}

Thanks to All for your consideration of this matter,

Juan A Galan Jr
355 Cocoplum Road  
This e-mail is intended only for the addressee(s) and may contain confidential information.  If you
are not the intended recipient,you are hereby notified that the use of this information or
dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited.  If you have received
this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete the original
message.Thank you.
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